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ABSTRACT
Distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) has emerged as a use-
ful technique for multiagent coordination. While previous DCOP
work focuses on optimizing a single team objective, in many do-
mains, agents must satisfy additional constraints on resources con-
sumed locally (due to interactions within their local neighborhoods).
Such resource constraints may be required to be private or shared
for efficiency’s sake. This paper provides a novelmultiply-constrained
DCOP algorithm for addressing these domains which is based on
mutually-intervening search, i.e. using local resource constraints
to intervene in the search for the optimal solution and vice versa.
It is realized through three key ideas: (i) transforming n-ary con-
straints to maintain privacy; (ii) dynamically setting upper bounds
on joint resource consumption with neighbors; and (iii) identify-
ing if the local DCOP graph structure allows agents to compute
exact resource bounds for additional efficiency. These ideas are
implemented by modifying Adopt, one of the most efficient DCOP
algorithms. Both detailed experimental results as well as proofs of
correctness are presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence ]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence;
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence ]: Problem Solving, Control Methods,
and Search

General Terms
Design, Theory

Keywords
constraint reasoning, DCOP, multiagent systems, privacy

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) [1,6,9,11] is a use-

ful technique for multiagent coordination with applications in dis-
tributed meeting scheduling and distributed factory and staff schedul-
ing [8]. In a DCOP, cooperative distributed agents, each in control
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of a set of variables, assign values to these variables, so as to op-
timize a global objective function expressed as an aggregation of
utility functions over combinations of assigned values.

While recent advances in efficient DCOP algorithms are encour-
aging [1, 6, 9, 11], these algorithms focus on optimizing a single
objective and fail to capture the complexities that arise in many
domains where agents must adhere to resource constraints, e.g.
budgets or fuel. These resource constraints necessitate multiply-
constrained DCOP algorithms that optimize a global objective, while
ensuring that resource limits are not exceeded. While in some
domains agent must keep these resource constraints private (e.g.
travel budgets in distributed meeting scheduling [8]), in others re-
source constraints may be non-private (e.g. overtime limits in staff
allocation for distributed software development).

There are three main challenges that must be addressed in de-
signing multiply-constrained DCOP algorithms. First, agents’ n-
ary resource constraints add to DCOP search complexity. Hence,
agents must quickly prune unproductive search paths. Second, har-
nessing state-of-the-art DCOP algorithms (henceforth, referred to
as “singly-constrained” DCOP algorithms) is crucial. However, ex-
isting algorithms are not deisgned to handle resource constraints
that are local, possibly private and defined over n-ary domains.
Third, algorithms must exploit constraint revelation to gain effi-
ciency when privacy is not required. (Unlike work which uses cryp-
tographic techniques in DisCSP/DCOP for privacy [12, 15], we do
not insist on such watertight privacy, given potentially significant
communication and computational overheads.)

This paper presents a novel multiply-constrained DCOP algo-
rithm which employsmutually-intervening searchesto address the
first challenge above: while an agent immediately intervenes in
the search for the global optimal if its local resource constraint
is violated, opportunistic search for the global optimal solution
obviates testing all partial solutions for resource constraint satis-
faction. There are three key ideas in this algorithm, which are
facets of mutually-intervening search: constraint-graph transfor-
mation, dynamically-constraining search and local acyclicity. The
first idea,constraint-graph transformation, is motivated by the sec-
ond challenge above: harnessing singly-constrained DCOP algo-
rithms for multiply-constrained DCOPs. The key innovation is
in efficiently employing virtual variables to enforce an agent’s re-
source constraints within the singly-constrained DCOP algorithms.
These variables indicate resource constraint violations with asyn-
chronous communications of high negative costs, which preemp-
tively prune search paths. Yet, for correctness and privacy preser-
vation, we restructure the DCOP graph and appropriately place the
virtual variables in that graph. The following two ideas address the
third challenge above by exploiting the privacy-efficiency tradeoff.
In dynamically-constraining search, an agent reveals to its neigh-
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bors an upper-bound on any non-private resource constraint. When
optimizing the global objective function, its neighbors only select
values that abide by the bounds, improving algorithmic efficiency.
The final idea,local acyclicity, further improves efficiency in lo-
cally acyclic DCOP graphs by allowing the communicated resource
bounds to be tightened without sacrificing algorithmic correctness.
In particular, we define T-nodes, which are variables whose local
graph acyclicity allows for the dynamic use of exact bounds and do
not require virtual variables. We show that these tighter bounds can
not be applied at non-T-nodes.

While we illustrate these ideas by building on top of Adopt, one
of the most efficient DCOP algorithms [9], our techniques could
be applied to other algorithms, e.g. OptAPO, SynchBB [6,14]. We
present a multiply-constrained Adopt algorithm that tailors its per-
formance to three situations: 1) when a resource constraint must
be kept private, 2) when a constraint is sharable but the variable is
not a T-node, and 3) when a constraint is sharable and the variable
is a T-node. These different techniques can be employed simul-
taneously by different variables in the same problem. We experi-
mentally compare these techniques and illustrate problems where
agents gain the most efficiency by sharing resource constraints and
problems where agents lose no efficiency by maintaining privacy.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1 DCOP
A DCOP [1, 9, 11] consists of n variables,{x1, x2, . . . , xn}, as-

signed to a set of agents who control the values they take on. Vari-
able xi can take on any value from the discrete finite domainDi .
The goal is to choose values for the variables such that the sum over
the set of constraint cost functions (fi j ) is minimized, i.e. find an
assignment, A, s.t. F(A) is minimized:F(A) =

∑
xi ,x j∈V fi j (di ,dj),

wherexi ← di , xj ← dj ∈ A. Variablesxi and xj are considered
neighbors since they share a constraint.

In the example in Figure 1,x1, x2, x3, and x4 are variables
each with domain{0,1} and identical f-cost functions on each link
(shown for thex1 to x2 link), F(x1 ← 0, x2 ← 0, x3 ← 0, x4 ← 0)
= 4 and the optimal assignment would be(x1 ← 1, x2 ← 1, x3 ← 1,
x4 ← 1). While the above commonly used definition of DCOP
emphasizes binary constraints,general DCOP representationsmay
include n-ary constraints.

x1

x2

x3 x4

d1   d2  f(d1,d2)

0     0         1
0     1         2
1     0         2
1     1         0

g-budget on x1: g <= 4

   d1     d2     d3    g(d1,d2,d3)

    0       0       0              4
    0       0       1              8
    0       1       0              8
    0       1       1             12
    1       0       0              1
    1       0       1              1
    1       1       0              1
    1       1       1              8

Figure 1: Multiply-Constrained DCOP graph

2.2 Multiply-Constrained DCOP
In Multiply-Constrained DCOP we make use of n-ary DCOP

constraints by adding a new cost functiongi on a subset ofxi ’s links
and a g-budgetGi which the accumulated g-cost must not exceed.
Together this g-function and g-budget constitute a g-constraint. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example g-constraint onx1. In the example, if
x1, x2, x3 each take on the value of 1 (leading to an optimal f-cost)
then the g-cost is 8, which violatesx1’s g-budget of 4. Since g-cost

functions cannot be merged with f-cost functions, each value must
be selected based on both f and g, and hence this is a multiply-
constrained DCOP. It is straightforward to extend this framework
to multiple g-constraints on a variable.

In general, the combined g-cost can be an arbitrary function on
the values ofxi and its neighbors.1 We define g-constraints to be
private or shared. If a g-constraint can be shared and the g-cost
function is the sum of the g-costs of the links impinging uponxi ,
we can improve efficiency by exploiting the additive nature of the
function. In the rest of the paper, we assume such additivity for
shared g-constraints but make no such assumption for private g-
constraints. Given the g-cost functions and g-budgets, we now
modify the DCOP objective to be: find A s.t. F(A) is minimized:
F(A) =

∑
xi ,x j∈V fi j (di ,dj), wherexi ← di , xj ← dj ∈ A

and∀xi ∈ V
gi(di , {dj |xj ∈ neighbors(xi)}) ≤ Gi

Multiply-Constrained DCOP is situated within the space of gen-
eral DCOP representations mentioned in Section 2.1. However, it
emphasizes three features: (i) n-ary (g-cost) constraints, (ii) private
g-constraints, and (iii) the need to exploit the interaction between f-
and g-constraints for pruning the search space. No current DCOP
algorithm, including leading algorithms, is able to address all three
issues. Specifically, Adopt [9] can handle (ii) but not (i) or (iii).
OptAPO [6] and DPOP [11] handle (i) but not (ii) or (iii).

2.3 Motivating Domains
In this section we demonstrate the need for multiply-constrained

DCOP algorithms with two example domains. These domains re-
quire agents to optimize an f-cost function and yet adhere to (pri-
vate) g-constraints.

Distributed Meeting Scheduling:When members of organiza-
tions in separate locations collaborate, personal assistant agents
must optimize their meeting schedules and yet adhere to travel bud-
gets. Consider the example in Figure 2, where researchers, A, B,
C and D are divided between organizations at Loc1 and Loc2. A
and C need to meet, and B and D also need to meet. A and C are
group leaders who manage travel budgets for their groups and wish
to keep budgetary constraints private.

 

AC  

BD

AC 

BD

 
 

A  

B

 

C 

D

 

Loc1  Loc2

6th     6th     5
6th    21st    0
15th   6th    10
15th  21st    0

AC     BD      f

   6th           6th      5
   6th          21st    inf
  21st          6th     inf
  21st         21st     0

B-BD       D-BD       f

g-budget = $470

 

  
   6th           6th     $320
   6th          21st    $370
  15th          6th     $310
  15th         21st    $340

C-AC        D-BD        g

Locations Agent Variable

g-budget = $700

Figure 2: Meeting Scheduling Example

Multiply-constrained DCOP allows us to model this problem.
We assume that agents share all their scheduling preferences (the
exact representation of these preferences is not important for this
example). The domain of each variable is a tuple of time-of-meeting

1While for simplicity we assume that the set of f-neighbors and
g-neighbors are the same, this is not necessary.
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and location, e.g.{6th Oct at Loc1, 15th Oct at Loc2}. The f-
cost expresses agents’ scheduling preferences and that they must
agree on the meeting time (or else receive an infinite cost). The f-
cost function between C and D reflects C’s preference that the BD
meeting precede the AC meeting (for readability not all of the f-
and g-functions are shown in Figure 2). Since a meeting may re-
quire flying to that destination, the g-cost represents travel costs.
The cost varies depending on the date of travel and whether all
members are traveling on the same day and can share a cab. C has
a travel budget of $470, represented via a g-budget on C’s variable
AC. C must pay for expenses incurred by C or D in either the AC
or BD meeting if they are held at Loc1. A and C may not wish to
reveal their budgets (hence private g-constraints).

Distributed Software Development: Many software companies
have campuses across the globe and teams collaborate across both
distances and time zones [3, 5]. While interdependent tasks within
a project must be scheduled for their timely completion, a team liai-
son must videoconference — often after normal workhours — with
the team to which the code is being sent to facilitate the handoff.
Figure 2 shows an example involving five tasks{t1, . . . , t5}, where
agents in Team1 must completet1 andt4 and Team2 must complete
t2, t3 and t5. The domain values are times at which a task can be
completed. The f-function captures both the temporal precedence
constraints and a preference function over the potential times (e.g.
t1 must complete beforet2, and prefert1 to start early in the day).
A team liaison from Team1 must videoconference with Team2 dur-
ing the first hour oft2 andt3, requiring the liaison to work overtime.
To avoid burnout corporate policy may limit liaison overtime to 8
hours, establishing a non-private g-constraint.

 

t1 

t4  

t2  

t3  

t5  

 

 

 

 

Loc1 Loc2

 

Figure 3: Software Development

3. BACKGROUND: ADOPT
Adopt [9] is an asynchronous complete DCOP algorithm. Adopt

has been discussed in detail in the literature [1,2,9], so we provide
only a brief description. Adopt organizes variables into a Depth-
First Search (DFS) tree in which constraints are allowed between a
variable and its ancestors or descendants, but not between variables
in separate sub-trees. The constraint graph in Figure 1 is organized
as a DFS tree.x2 is a child ofx1 andx3 is a descendant (but not a
child) of x1. In this paper, we will use the terms variable and node
interchangeably.

Adopt employs two basic messages: VALUE and COST.2 As-
signments of values to variables are conveyed in VALUE messages
that are sent to variables lower in the DFS tree, that share a con-
straint with the sender. For example,x1 will send its VALUE mes-
sages tox2 andx3. To start, variables take on a random value and
send out VALUE messages to get the flow of computation started.
A COST message is sent from children to parents indicating the f-
cost of the sub-tree rooted at the child (e.g.x3 will send its COST

2Adopt also uses THRESHOLD messages for improved efficiency,
but this is orthogonal to the contributions in this paper.

messages tox2 and x2 sends COST messages tox1). A variable
keeps its current assignment until the lower bound on cost accumu-
lated, i.e. the lower bound of its children’s sub-trees plus the f-cost
of its constraints with its ancestors, exceeds the lower-bound cost
of another assignment. When this occurs, the variable willoppor-
tunistically switch its value assignment (unexplored assignments
have a lower bound of zero). The root’s upper and lower bounds
represent the upper and lower bounds on the global problem; when
they meet the optimal has been found and the algorithm terminates.
Since communication is asynchronous, messages have a context,
i.e. a list of the variable assignments in existence at the time of
sending, attached to them to help determine information relevance.

4. MULTIPLY-CONSTRAINED ADOPT
This section is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the

key ideas in Multiply-Constrained Adopt (MCA), Section 4.2 de-
scribes MCA in detail, and Section 4.3 provides correctness and
complexity results.

4.1 Basic Ideas
The mutually intervening approach of MCA is realized through

four techniques: constraint-graph transformation, dynamically con-
straining search, local acyclicity and exploiting local independence.

Constraint-graph transformationTo exploit existing DCOP al-
gorithms and maintain privacy, we add virtual variables to enforce
n-ary g-constraints. The virtual variables asynchronously commu-
nicate infinite costs on g-constraint violations, preemptively prun-
ing search paths, e.g. in Figure 4a,x′1 is added to represent a con-
straint betweenx1, x2, x3. While using extra variables to enforce
n-ary constraints using binary ones has appeared in the central-
ized CSP literature [13], the novelty of our contribution is three-
fold. First, we embed these virtual variables in a singly-constrained
DCOP algorithm and prove the correctness of the resulting asyn-
chronous multiply-constrained DCOP algorithm. To that end, we
restructure Adopt’s DFS tree and appropriately place the virtual
variable in the tree. Second, since such constraint-graph restruc-
turing can change local acyclicity properties of other nodes, the
preprocessing identifies and preserves local acyclicity properties
where feasible. Third, by encapsulating an n-ary constraint in a
virtual variable owned by the original variable’s owner and placing
it as a leaf in the DFS tree, we can protect the privacy of both the
g-function and the g-budget.

Dynamically Constraining SearchWhen permissible, it is im-
portant to exploit g-constraint revelation to gain efficiency in the
f-optimization. We achieve this by requiring descendant nodes to
only consider assignments that will not violate their ancestors’ g-
constraints. Specifically, we pass each descendant a bound (termed
g-threshold) specifying how large a g-cost it can pass up, limiting
its domain. This g-threshold represents an exact bound when the
local graph is acyclic and an upper bound otherwise. If a value
fails to satisfy an ancestor’s g-threshold, nodes will not explore this
value for f-optimality. Additionally, the opportunistic search for an
optimal f necessitates checking for g-constraint violations only for
those value combinations that are of low f-cost. Thus, the searches
dynamically constrain each other, leading to performance improve-
ments.

Local Acyclicity (T-nodes)The notion of local acyclicity is cap-
tured formally in our definition of T-nodes: variablexi is a T-node
if all neighbors ofxi lower in the DFS tree are children ofxi . In
Figure 1, x1 is not a T-node becausex3 is not its child, butx2,
x3 and x4 are all T-nodes. T-nodes enable the calculation of ex-
act g-thresholds and elimination of virtual variables because their
children respond independently to allocated g-thresholds.
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% In preprocessing we assume an initial DFS tree has been built.
% Convention:xi is self,x j is a higher priority neighbor
% andxk andxl are lower priority neighbors.
Preprocessing
(1) for eachxi from highest priority to lowest
(2) if Tnodei == f alseor privatei == true
(3) x′i is a new virtual variable
(4) Neighbors(x′i )← Neighbors(xi ) ∪ xi
(5) Neighbors(xi )← Neighbors(xi ) ∪ x′i
(6) forall xk ∈ Children(xi )
(7) if xk is not a neighbor ofxl ∈ Children(xi )
(8) Neighbors(xk)← Neighbors(xk) ∪ xl
(9) rebuildDFStree( x1 . . . xn)
(10) forall virtual variablesx′i ,
(11) parent(x′i )← lowest priority Neighbor ofx′i

Initialize
(12) CurrentContext← {}
(13) initialize structures to store lb and ub from children
(14) di ← d that minimizesLB(d)
(15) if privatei == f alseandTnodei == true
(16) forall xl ∈ Children
(17) for gt← 0 . . .Gi
(18) GFmap(xl ,gt)← min f(di ,dl ) s.t. g(di ,dl ) ≤ gt
(19) if Tnodei == trueandprivatei == f alse
(20) calcOptimalSplit
(21) else if privatei == f alse
(22) calcUpperBound
(23) backTrack

when received (VALUE , x j , d j , gThreshj )
(24) if privatej == f alse
(25) add (x j ,d j ,gThreshj ) to CurrentContext
(26) else
(27) add (x j ,d j ) to CurrentContext
(28) reset lb and ub ifCurrentContexthas changed
(29) if privatei == f alseandTnodei == true
(31) if CurrentContexthas changed
(30) forall xl ∈ Children
(32) GFmap(xl ,gt)← min f(dl ,di ) s.t. g(dl ,di ) ≤ gt
(33) calcOptimalSplit
(34) backTrack ;

when received (COST, xk, context, lb, ub)
(35) updateCurrentContext
(36) if contextcompatible withCurrentContext

andTnodei == trueandprivatei == f alse
(37) GFmap(xl ,gThreshil )← lb s.t.

(xi ,di ,gThreshil ) is part ofcontextfrom xk
(38) calcOptimalSplit
(39) if anygThreshil has changed, reset lb,ub
(40) elsestore lb,ub
(41) else ifcontextcompatible withCurrentContextandgThreshil
(42) store lb and ub
(43) backTrack

procedure backTrack
(44) if xi not a virtual variable
(45) if nod satisfiesgThreshj LB,UB← ∞
(46) else ifLB(di ) > LB(d) for somed
(47) di ← d that minimizesLB(d) and satisfiesgThreshj
(48) if Tnodei == trueandprivatei == f alse
(49) GFmap(xl ,gt)← min f(di ,dl ) s.t. g(di ,dl ) ≤ gt
(50) calcOptimalSplit ; reset lb and ub
(51) if privatei == f alse
(52) SEND (VALUE , (xi , di , gThresh(xk)))

to each lower priority neighborxk
(53) elseSEND (VALUE , (xi , di ))

to each lower priority neighborxk
(54) if LB == UB:
(55) if TERMINATE received from parent orxi is root:
(56) SEND TERMINATE to each child
(57) Terminate execution;
(58) SEND (COST, xi , CurrentContext, LB, UB)
(59) else% else a virtual variable
(60) if g(di ,CurrentContext) > gBudget(xi )
(61) SEND (COST, xi , CurrentContext,∞,∞) to parent
(62) else
(63) SEND (COST, xi , CurrentContext, 0, 0) to parent

Figure 4: Multiply-Constrained Adopt Pseudo-code

Exploiting Local IndependenceIn applying different techniques
to different nodes in a single problem, we exploit the locality of the
g-constraints.

4.2 MCA Algorithm Description

x1
 1

x2
 1

x3
 1

x4
 1

x1
 1

x2

x3 x4

x1'

g <= 4 g <= 4

inf
ini

ty

g-
th

re
sh

 =
 0 g-thresh = 4

D2: {0,1}

D3: {0, 1}

x1
 1

x2
 1

x3
 1

x4
 1

x1'

g <= 4

inf
ini

ty

g-thresh = 3

g-
th

re
sh

 =
 3

D2: {0,1}

D3: {0, 1}

a) b) c)

Figure 5: a) MCAP b) MCAS c) MCASA

Figure 4 presents pseudo-code for MCA. To emphasize new ele-
ments we include only brief descriptions of functionality unchanged
from Adopt [9]. Lb and ub refer to the lower and upper bounds
on children’s f-costs for each valuedi while LB and UB refer to
the overall lower and upper bound atxi . MCA uses three subalgo-
rithms: (i) MCA Private (MCAP) is used when a constraint may not
be revealed, and it uses constraint-graph transformation, (ii) MCA
Shared (MCAS) is used when a constraint is non-private but the
variable is not a T-node, and it employs constraint-graph transfor-
mation and dynamically constraining search, and (iii) MCA Shared
and Acyclic (MCASA) is utilized when a constraint is non-private
and the variable is a T-node, and it uses dynamically constraining
search. We take privacy to mean that neither the g-constraints nor
the variables involved are explicitly revealed to other agents. We
will discuss each technique separately and then indicate how they
interact in the unified algorithm.

4.2.1 MCAP
An example snapshot of MCAP’s execution is shown in Fig-

ure 5a. MCAP searches for an optimal solution for f and when
an assignment violates a g-constraint, a feedback signal of infinite
cost is sent to the cluster of nodes involved, zero cost otherwise
(lines 60-63 in Figure 4). The feedback is sent by a virtual vari-
able (x′1) which is responsible for enforcing the g-constraint of a
single variable (x1); the virtual variable is controlled by the agent
that owns the original variable (lines 3-5). The feedback is sent to
the lowest priority variable involved in the violated constraint (x3).
Using the f-cost optimization mechanisms of Adopt, the feedback
will propagate to the node(s) that must change their values to find
the optimal satisfying solution. Specifically, if a variable (e.g.x3)
receives an infinite cost for all of its domain values, it will send a
COST message to its parent (e.g.x2) indicating an lb and ub of
∞ which will prompt the parent to change its value. Since feed-
back must be able to percolate up to all the nodes in a constraint,
Adopt’s DFS tree must be restructured to put all the variables in a
g-constraint in the same subtree (lines 6-8). MCA preprocessing
creates the virtual variables and places them as leaves, lower in the
DFS tree than the variables in the g-constraint they enforce (lines
10-11). We revisit preprocessing of DFS tree in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.2 MCAS
While feedback signals maintain the privacy of the g-constraints

and the variables involved by encapsulating the g-constraint in-
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side a variable, MCAP’s partial search of unsatisfying assignments
slows the algorithm. When a g-constraint is non-private, we re-
veal the g-function of a link to those nodes connected to it and use
this information to implement MCAS and MCASA shown in Fig-
ures 5b and 5c respectively.

MCAS and MCASA exploit g-function revelation by having nodes
send their descendants g-thresholds (line 52) indicating that the de-
scendant may take on no value with a g-cost greater than the g-
threshold. In the snapshots from Figures 5b and 5c we can see
the g-thresholds being passed down fromx1 to x2 and x3 (as dis-
cussed earlier, we assume that the g-functions are additive here).
If the variable is not a T-node (in MCAS), the g-thresholds for a
child (xl) are an upper bound: the total g-budget minus the min-
imum g-cost that could be consumed by each of the other links
(Gi −

∑
x j∈Neighbors(xi ),xl

min gi j (di ,dj)). In Figure 5b, the total g-
budget atx1 is 4, and each link consumes at least 1, so the g-
thresholds are 3. Given this bound, a node can prune values from
its domain (e.g. 0 is pruned from the domain ofx3) leading to
speedups over MCAP.

4.2.3 MCASA
For T-nodes, it is possible to calculate an exact bound (MCASA)

enabling more values to be pruned out and further speeding up the
search (e.g.x1 in 5c now a T-node, calculates exact bounds). Cal-
culating the exact bounds requires a node to maintain a mapping
from potential g-thresholds to lower bounds on f-costs (GFmap)
for each of its children. GFmap is dynamically initialized for the
current value from the link function (line 17-18; line 50) and then
updated as COST messages arrive (line 38). A T-node uses these
g-threshold to f-cost mappings to calculate how to split its remain-
ing g-budget (its initial g-budget minus the g-cost consumed on
each of the links with its higher priority neighbors) among its chil-
dren. This calcOptimalSplit function can be implemented using
a straightforward dynamic program and thus is omitted from the
pseudo-code. Sincexi ’s lb and ub for the current context now de-
pend upon the wayxi splits its g-budget among its children, we
store lb and ub based uponxi ’s current split. We reset lb and ub to
0 and∞ respectively wheneverxi changes its split (line 39) as well
as when the context changes (line 28). If a node can’t satisfy any
of its g-thresholds, it will send up a cost of∞ which will cause its
ancestors to switch their values (line 45).

4.2.4 Combining Techniques
Until now we have discussed each technique separately. How-

ever, the techniques may be applied simultaneously to different
nodes within the same problem. Since the g-constraints are local
constraints, we only need worry about situations where a parent and
a child are using different techniques: (i) Parent = MCAS/MCASA,
Child = MCAP: The child can restrict its domain based upon the g-
threshold of its parent and the parent will automatically change its
value if the child’s virtual variable passes up an infinite cost. (ii)
Parent = MCAP, Child = MCAS/MCASA: The child will automat-
ically adjust its value if the parent’s virtual variable passes up an
infinite cost and the child’s technique makes no difference to the
parent.

One key issue is whether the tree transformations can turn a T-
node somewhere else in the tree into a non-T-node. Two steps can
cause links to be added: (i) adding empty links betweenxi ’s chil-
dren to force them into the same subtree (lines 6-8) and (ii) adding
a virtual variable and empty links to each of the variables in the
g-constraint it represents (lines 10-11). If a link is added between
two children of a T-node, then despite having no f-function or g-
function it can turn a T-node into a non-T-node. For instance, in

x1

x2

x3 x4

x1

x2

x3

x4

x1'

Figure 6: a) original constraint graph b) after adding x′1

Figure 6,x1 has a g-constraint withx2, x3 andx4. During prepro-
cessing, a link must be added betweenx3 andx4 to keep them from
being in separate subtrees and one must be chosen (arbitrarily) to
be the parent of the other (x3 is made parent ofx4). x4’s COST mes-
sages no longer flow directly tox2 but are sent viax3 where they
are combined withx3’s local costs. This combination preventsx2

from calculating an exact bound and renders it no longer a T-node.
In contrast, in Figure 4a the addition of virtual variables and their

accompanying links, does not change a T-node to a non-T-node.
While x2 is originally a T-node, the addition of the virtual variable
x1’ creates a lower priority neighbor forx2 that is not a child. How-
ever, in this case,x′1 is a virtual variable, i.e. it has no f-functions
or g-functions on any of its links and it has no domain of its own.
Sincex′1 need be given no g-threshold, the fact that it is not one of
x2’s children does not preventx2 from being a T-node.

With these two cases in mind, preprocessing (lines 1-11) starts by
walking through the tree in priority order adding in the empty links
between children where necessary and adjusting the priorities ac-
cordingly. Once a node,xi , has been determined to be a T-node no
links added between its lower priority non-neighbors will changexi

into a non-T-node, so one sweep of the tree is sufficient to correctly
determine which nodes are T-nodes. After this sweep the virtual
variables themselves can be added as leaves without causing any of
the previously determined T-nodes to lose that property.

4.3 Correctness and Complexity of MCA
In this section we will again separate out the proofs for each

technique for the sake of clarity. As previously described, the inter-
action of the techniques in the combined algorithm does not change
their properties. Recall in the following that a context is the set of
variable assignments upon which a piece of information is predi-
cated.

PROPOSITION 1. For each nodexi for the current context, MCAP
finds the assignment whose f-cost, local cost (δ) plus the sum of
each ofxi ’s children’s (xl ’s) costs, is minimized while satisfying the
g-constraint:

OPT(xi , context)
de f
=

mind∈Di [δ(d) +
∑

xl
OPT(xl , context∪ (xi ,d))]

if gi(di , {dj |xj ∈ Neighbors(xi)}) ≤ Gi

∞ otherwise
whereδ(d)

de f
=
∑

x j∈ancestorsfi j (di ,dj)

Proof: To show this we start from the correctness of the original
Adopt algorithm [9]. Adopt will find at every nodexi :

OPT′(xi , context)
de f
=

mind∈Di [δ
′(d) +

∑
xl

OPT′(xl , context∪ (xi ,d))]

whereδ′(d)
de f
=
∑

x j∈ancestorsfi j (di ,dj)
To show that MCAP findsOPT(xi , context) we show that 1) it
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never returns an assignment containing a violated g-constraint, un-
less the g-constraint is unsatisfiable and 2) it finds the minimum
f-cost solution.

The proof of part 1) starts with the fact that the virtual vari-
ables introduce an infinite f-cost into the subtree containing the
violated constraint. This infinite f-cost enters lower in the prior-
ity tree than any variable in the constraint which allows the nor-
mal flow of COST messages to eventually carry it to all of the in-
volved nodes. Since any assignment that does not violate the g-
constraint will have a finite f-cost, it follows from the correctness
of Adopt that by choosing the assignment that minimizes f, MCAP
will never take on an assignment that violates a g-constraint unless
the g-constraint is unsatisfiable. Part 2) follows directly from the
correctness of Adopt because the virtual variables report a zero cost
if all constraints are satisfied, which means that by Adopt’s normal
mechanisms it will find the minimum f-cost solution.�

Proving that MCAS is correct requires a minor addition to the
MCAP proof from Proposition 1 which is shown below.

PROPOSITION 2. If the g-constraint for each nodexi is∑
x j∈Neighbors(xi ) gi j (di ,dj) < Gi , then no satisfying solution can con-

tain on link l il a g-cost greater than
Gi −

∑
x j∈Neighbors(xi ),xl

min gi j (di ,dj).

Proof: Each link consumes a certain minimum g-cost, and we
are only subtracting the sum of the absolute minimum costs on all
links. �

We next turn to MCASA; if we can prove the g-thresholds are
assigned optimally, then taken with original Adopt’s correctness it
will show that MCASA is correct. After that we will show that
when a node is not a T-node then exact bounds do not apply.

PROPOSITION 3. For each T-nodexi , MCASA always termi-
nates with an optimal division of the g-budget givendi and the
current context.

Proof by Contradiction: Throughtout the proof we assumexk ∈

Children(xi) and we assume there are no T-nodes as descendents
of xi – using induction we can generalize. Assume MCASA termi-
nates with g-thresholdsg′ik (∀xk) which are not optimal. Thus there
exists another set of g-thresholds (g∗ik) s.t. δ(di) +

∑
xk

min lb(di , xk)
wheredk ∈ {Dk|gik(di ,dk) ≤ gik∗} < δ(di) +

∑
xk

min lb(di , xk) where
dk ∈ {Dk|gik(di ,dk) ≤ g′ik}. Since local costδ(d) is constant for
all g-thresholds, we will drop it. To have been selected,g′ik must
have seemed optimal based on current information at some point.
To distinguish these two states of knowledge we coin the following
terms: factual(gik, xk) is the f-cost (specificallymin lb(di , xk) where
dk ∈ {Dk|gik(di ,dk) ≤ gik}) when all costs have percolated up from
all descendants andfcurrent(gik, xk) is the current lower bound on
f-cost. Wheng′ik is selected:

1.
∑

xk
factual(g′ik, xk) >

∑
xk

factual(g∗ik, xk)

2.
∑

xk
fcurrent(g′ik, xk) <

∑
xk

fcurrent(g∗ik, xk)

3. fcurrent(gik, xk) ≤ factual(gik, xk) for anygik

4.
∑

xk
fcurrent(gik, xk) ≤

∑
xk

factual(gik, xk)

Since there are a finite number of nodes in the tree belowxi ,
before termination

∑
xk

fcurrent(g′ik, xk) =
∑

xk
factual(g′ik, xk) will be-

come true. At this point:∑
xk

fcurrent(g
′
ik, xk) =

∑
xk

factual(g
′
ik, xk)∑

xk

fcurrent(g
′
ik, xk) >

∑
xk

factual(g
∗
ik, xk) by (1)

∑
xk

fcurrent(g
′
ik, xk) >

∑
xk

fcurrent(g
∗
ik, xk) by (4)

Thus based upon current information (fcurrent) MCASA will switch
fromg′ik togik∗ because it has a lower associated f-cost. This contra-
dicts our assumption that MCASA will terminate with g-thresholds
g′ik. �

If xi is not a T-node, then MCASA is not guaranteed to find the
assignment whose f-cost, local cost (δ) plus the sum ofxi ’s chil-
dren’s costs, is minimized while satisfying the g-constraint. We
can show this with a counter-example.

x1
 

x2
 

x3

d1 d2   f   g

 0   0   3   1
 0   1   1   2

 d1 d3    f   g

  0   0    1   2
  0   1    2   1

d2 d3     g 

 0   0     0 
 0   1    10
 1   0     0
 1   1    10

g-budget = 3

g-budget = 2

Figure 7: MCASA fails on non-T-nodes

As we can see in Figure 7,x1 is a non-T-node sincex3 is a child
of x2 not x1. If we assume thatx1 has a g-budget of 3 and only
one value in its domain, then it must choose how to split its g be-
tween its two children. Based upon the functions on the links, it
will choose to give a g-threshold of 2 tox2 and 1 tox3, leading to
a predicted f-cost of 2 + 1 = 3. This effectively removes the value
0 from x3’s domain and causes the link betweenx2 andx3 to incur
a g-cost of 10 which in turn leadsx2’s g-constraint to be unsatisfi-
able for any g-threshold it could receive fromx1 (Sincex2 tries out
both values under given threshold of 2). Since no matter what g-
threshold it assigns tox2, x2’s g-constraint is violated (leading to an
infinite f-cost),x1 infers that the problem is unsatisfiable. It is at this
point that condition (3) from the previous proof has been violated
since x1 estimatesfcurrent(gt, x2) = ∞ whereasfactual(gt, x2) = 4
wheregt ∈ {1,2,3}. This counter example is based on having just
a g-function on thex2 − x3 link, however, similar examples can be
constructed using just an f-function or both an f- and a g-function
on the link. Modifications to MCASA to make these cases feasible
is an issue for future work.�

We now turn to MCA complexity. The original DCOP problem
is NP-hard. By illustrating a solution to the multiply-constrained
problem which only adds a linear number of additional nodes we
suggest that the complexity class has not worsened. With respect to
space, a key feature of Adopt is that its space complexity is linear
in the number of nodes,n, specifically|Di |n. In MCAP and MCAS,
the space used at each regular node is the same, but we add up to
n virtual variables, so the space complexity for MCAP and MCAS
is (|Di | + 1)n. In MCASA there are no virtual variables, but each
node stores a g-to-f mapping for each of its children. This causes
the space complexity to be|Di |n+Gin.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents five sets of experiments. The first compares

the performance of MCAP, MCAS and MCASA on four settings
that were motivated by the domains in Section 2.3. Setting 1 com-
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Figure 8: g-budget vs. run-time for a) 100% T-node problems
b) 85% T-node problems

prised 20-node problems, with 3 values per node, an average link
density of 1.9 and maximum link density of 4. It had 100% T-nodes
and both the f- and g-costs were randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution varying from 0 to 10. Setting 2 is similar to setting 1,
except that the graph was 85% T-node (which increased the aver-
age link density to 2.2) to allow for comparison of the impact of
T-nodes. Setting 3 (setting 4) is similar to setting 1 (setting 2), ex-
cept that it is a 10-node problem. We created 15 sets of constraint
functions for each of our domain settings, i.e. each data-point in
our graphs is an average of 15 problem instances.

To highlight the tradeoff between the techniques, we show the
performance of each technique when applied to all the nodes in a
problem i.e. we either apply MCAP to all the nodes or MCAS or
MCASA. There are a total of 1350 different runs summarized in
the two graphs given all the g-budgets tested. Figure 8a shows the
average run-times of MCAP, MCAS, MCASA in settings 1 and 3.
The x-axis shows the g-budget applied to all variables and ranges
from 0, which is unsatisfiable, to 40, which is effectively a singly-
constrained problem. The y-axis shows runtime – run-time is mea-
sured in cycles where one cycle consists of all agents receiving in-
coming messages, performing local processing and sending outgo-
ing messages [9]. The y-axis is logarithmically scaled.

The graphs show that due to privacy, MCAP has the poorest per-
formance. The upper bounds calculated by sharing information in
MCAS improve performance, while the exact bounds and lack of
tree-restructuring in MCASA give it the best performance. The
maximum speedup of MCAS over MCAP is 744 for setting 1 and
209 for setting 3, while the maximum speedup of MCASA over
MCAS is 937 for setting 1, and 190 for setting 3. Figure 8b demon-
strates similar results for setting 2 and setting 4. Only MCAP and
MCAS results are shown given the switch to 85% T-node problems
in these settings (we cannot apply MCASA to all the nodes in these
settings). The switch from 100% T-node to 85% T-nodes causes a
significant increase in run-time (note the y-axes are not identical).

Figure 9: a) g-budget vs. number of infinite cost messages b)
g-budget vs. number of values per domain

For all of the subalgorithms the runtime curve has a distinct in-

verted U-shape to it: the run-times are lowest at high g-budgets
(no resource constraints) or at low g-budgets (tight resource con-
straints). Figure 9a begins to provide an explanation by plotting the
g-budget on the x-axis and the total number of infinite cost mes-
sages received by any variable in the problem – due to g-constraint
violation – on the y-axis. The figure shows results from three rep-
resentative runs of MCAP on setting 3. We can see the same hump
appearing at a g-budget of 10 and diminishing to almost 0 at a g-
budget of 20. This agrees with the fact that the maximum g-cost
on a link is 10 and the average link density is 1.9 (there are still
one or two infinite cost messages all the way up to a g-budget of
35 because the maximum link density is 4). The larger number of
infinite cost messages in the mid-g range indicates that it poten-
tially takes longer to discover unsatisfiability of solutions, leading
to longer run-times and hence the hump shape.

In all settings, for tighter g-budgets, the MCAS algorithm out-
performs MCAP, however, for looser g-budgets, there is no differ-
ence in performance. Figure 9b provides an explanation based on
the fact that MCAS sends g-thresholds that potentially prune de-
scendents’ domain values. We plot the g-budget on the x-axis and
the average number of values remaining in the domain of a vari-
able running MCAS on the y-axis. The numbers are plotted as an
average over all nodes over all 15 problem instances of setting 3.
For comparison, we also provide results of MCAP, which performs
no pruning and hence is a flat line. This figure shows that when
g-budgets are tight, MCAS provides significant pruning, but when
g-budgets are loose MCAS upper-bounds provide no pruning (in
comparison with MCAP) and thus there is no efficiency loss due to
privacy. The domain sizes converge at a g-budget of 25, which is
also where the runtimes converge in Figure 8.

g-budget g-budget

Figure 10: g-budget vs. runtime, varying percentages of private
constraints: a) 100% T-node and b) 85% T-node problems

While we have performed several other explorations of privacy-
efficiency tradeoffs in our techniques, space limitations preclude an
extensive discussion. For example, one set of experiments demon-
strate the benefits of the per-node application of the MCAP and
MCAS techniques. Here, we took the examples from settings 1
and 2 from Figure 8a and b and randomly assigned first 25% and
then 50% of the nodes to have private g-constraints while the re-
maining were assumed to be non-private. We then compared their
performance to that of MCAP (100% private) and MCAS (0% pri-
vate). In order to isolate the effect of privacy, not graph structure,
we did not exploit T-nodes. The results are shown in Figure 10a
and b. The x-axis again shows the g-budget applied and the y-axis
measures the runtime in cycles on a logarithmic scale. Each bar in
the graph shows an average over the 15 instances and we can see
that as the percentage of nodes whose additional constraint is pri-
vate increases, the runtime increases for smaller g-budgets. Inter-
estingly, the increase in run-time is not proportional to the increase
in the number of private g-constraints; there is a significant jump in
run-time when all nodes have private g-constraints. However, as in
Figure 8, when the g-budget on each variable is loose enough the
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runtimes converge because no pruning takes place.

g-budget

Figure 11: g-constraint violation by Adopt

While we developed MCA, one question was whether singly-
constrained algorithms could automatically satisfy the g-constraint
simply by loosening their tolerances on optimal solutions. We ex-
amined this by measuring the degree to which the g-constraint is
violated by Adopt when ignoring g but specifying a tolerance on
f. Figure 11 shows the results with each data point representing
an average over 5 randomly generated runs. The x-axis gives the
g-budget applied to each variable and again varies from 0 to 40.
The y-axis is the percentage of nodes whose g-constraint was not
satisfied by the solution obtained by Adopt. The tolerance is a per-
centage of the difference between the optimal and maximum cost
solutions. The key result is that even with a large 40% tolerance on
f, large numbers of g-constraints are violated with small g-budgets.
Thus, running singly-constrained algorithms with tolerances is in-
adequate in addressing multiply-constrained DCOPs.

6. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK
This paper introduces a novel algorithm for multiply-constrained

DCOPs, where agents must not only optimize a global objective,
but must also satisfy resource constraints within their local neigh-
borhoods. These resource constraints may be defined over an over-
lapping set of the variables in the original optimization constraints
and they may be private constraints. Leading DCOP algorithms of
today [9, 11, 14] are unable to fully address multiply-constrained
DCOP problems; in particular, they are unable to exploit the inter-
action between the searches for the global optimal and local satis-
faction, or address the privacy-efficiency tradeoffs engendered. To
remedy this situation, this paper presents a novel multiply-constrained
DCOP algorithm based on mutually-intervening search, which is
operationalized via three ideas: (i) transforming the constraint graph
to allow private n-ary constraints to be enforced; (ii) revealing upper-
bounds on (resource) costs to neighbors, in order to gain efficiency
while sacrificing privacy; (iii) identifying a local graph structure
property – T-nodes – which allows agents to gain further efficiency
by providing exact bounds on resource costs to neighbors. These
ideas were realized via the MCA algorithm, which builds on Adopt,
currently one of the most efficient DCOP algorithms. We proved
the correctness of MCA, and presented detailed experimental re-
sults, illustrating the profile of the privacy-efficiency tradeoffs.

In terms of related work, we have already discussed the relation-
ship of multiply-constrained DCOP and MCA with singly-constrained
DCOP algorithms, such as Adopt, OptAPO and DPOP [9, 11, 14].
While we build on top of Adopt, we recognize that no DCOP algo-
rithm currently dominates all others across all domains. However,
the techniques developed here would transfer to other algorithms,
e.g. MCAS and MCASA style techniques could be applied to al-
gorithms like OptAPO. Whether DPOP [11] could similarly benefit
from our techniques is an issue for future work.

Also related is previous work in multi-criteria collaboration [7,
10] which looks at finding a pareto-optimal for multiple objectives

rather than optimizing a single objective subject to resource con-
straints. Furthermore, unlike our research, that work does not build
on the recent theoretical or algorithmic advances in DCOPs. Ap-
proaches to multi-criteria constraint satisfaction and optimization
problems have tackled the problem using centralized methods [4],
but we focus on a distributed problem, which requires designing
algorithms where agents function without global knowledge.
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